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LiDAR, a tool to inform site-specific spraying: Application in a 

New York Concord grape production area

Objective: To propose and to test a framework and

workflow to analyse LiDAR data to be able to

evaluate (via simulation) the application of variable

chemical sprays according to vine architecture and

grower needs in Lake Erie Concord vineyards.
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Site-specific adaptation of spraying:

 Optimises local chemical use while 

ensuring satisfactory crop protection

 Has economical benefits for a winegrower
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This work was undertaken by Dr. Anice Cheraiet during a 4-month stay at the Cornell Lake Erie Research and Extension Laboratory (CLEREL) that was funded under the USDA-NIFA Specialty Crop 
Research Initiative Award No. 2015-51181-24393.  It linked LiDAR processing and spray deposition models developed in France with the Agri-tech and precision viticulture tools at CLEREL.
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